PRESS RELEASE
Neugart introduces new right angle planetary gearbox

Thinking out of the box – even if there's not much room
The WPLFE from Neugart is the shortest right angle planetary gearbox with standardized flange
interface and maximum torsional stiffness. This gives Neugart customers outstanding structural
flexibility and a gearbox with uncompromising performance in spite of its compact dimensions.
At Neugart everything revolves around the customer. This was particularly true during the
development and manufacturing of the new right angle gearbox WPLFE.
"Our customers have high expectations", says Sven Borho, Product Manager of the family-run
company from southwest Germany. "It was therefore important for our new product to not only lead
the market in terms of design but also in its performance."
And that has succeeded: The WPLFE is not just the shortest right angle planetary gearbox on the
economy line. Depending on the size, it also requires up to 30 percent less space, is easy to install
using the standardized flange interface, thus providing maximum flexibility.
Because of the larger diameter of the flange output shaft, the WPLFE achieves five times higher
torsional stiffness compared to conventional series. This provides the user with an optimum and
individual drive solution. The WPLFE has lifetime lubrication and delivers top performance.
More details and additional technical information can be found at:
http://www.neugart.com/index.php/us/Products/Standard-gearboxes/WPLFE
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Neugart is the family company of the gearbox manufacturers. The fourth generation of the family-owned
company continues to manage the company which was founded 1928. Neugart develops, produces and sells
planetary gearboxes and custom gearboxes. Worldwide there are about 600 employees about 500 of which
work at the headquarters located in Kippenheim, Germany.
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